Interaction and combination of separate A and B chains of insulin effects of D-and L-tryptophan in position A1.
The S-thiomethyl derivatives of insulin A chain with A1-Gly replaced by D- or L-Trp have been prepared and their respective interaction and combination with the S-thiomethyl B chain studied. The UV difference spectra of the mixed against the separated [Trp1]A chains with the B chain at pH 10.8 are similar to those obtained for the unmodified chains except that the 295-nm-negative peak for ionized Tyr residue appears to be less marked. Fluorescence studies show very little environmental changes at the A1-Trp residues when mixed with the B chain. The intact hormone with A1-Gly replaced by D-Trp is known to be considerably more active than the analog with L-Trp replacement. However, for both derivatives the resynthesis of the whole molecules correctly joined by disulfide bridges starting from the separated reduced chains, gives similar low yields as shown by HPLC analysis and by receptor-binding assay. The replacement of A1-Gly by D-Trp appears to affect the separated A chain more than the intact hormone and replacements at A1 by both D- and L-Trp probably lead to significant conformational changes of the A chain so as to prevent its correct pairing with the B chain.